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nitrogen partial pressure of ~ 1 atm, or 3 x 10 -3 
atm if a closed system is assumed. For a specific 
/3'-sialon composition containing a glass phase, it 
is clear that there must be one optimum gaseous 
atmosphere, as defined by the silicon monoxide, 
nitrogen, aluminium vapour and silicon vapour 
partial pressures, if maximum densification is to 
be attained. For compositions containing initially 
an excess of aluminium nitride, and therefore no 
glass phase, densification is unlikely unless compo- 
sitional changes occur, leading to the formation 
of grain-boundary glass. 
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Composite metallic glass wires 

It is well documented that metallic glasses show 
an excellent high strength accompanying high 
ductility (capable of 180 ~ bending without frac- 
ture) [1]. Focusing on such superior mechanical 
properties of  metallic glasses, a reinforcement appli- 
cation has been of potential interest in practical 
use. For this purpose, the present study was 
conducted on a composite metallic glass wire (i.e. 
a conventional metal wire covered by a metallic 
glass) and its mechanical properties and fracture 
behaviour are reported. 

Fe78Mo2B2o metallic glass filaments were made 
by rapidly quenching from the molten alloy. The 
glassy nature of  the resultant ribbon filaments, 
48/am thick and 1.05mm wide, was carefully 
examined using X-ray methods. In order to make 
a composite metallic glass wire, an as-quenched 
metallic glass ribbon was first drawn through 
diamond dies with reducing die diameters until 
it became virtually tube shaped. The detailed 
sequential observations of the cross-sectional 
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change by drawing have been reported [2]. Then, 
a tip of a conventional metal wire, i.e. a wire 
reinforced by metallic glasses, was stuck into 
the groove of the metallic glass tube thus made. 
Subsequently, both the metal and metallic glass 
were simultaneously drawn through dies in multiple 
passes until the metallic glass material completely 
wrapped the conventional wire. A typical resultant 
composite wire thus made is shown in Fig. 1. The 
figure shows the optical micrograph of the cross- 
section of a copper composite metallic glass wire 
(inside and outside materials are copper and 
metallic glass, respectively). The surface of the 
cross-section as shown is mechanically polished. 
In a similar manner, an aluminium composite 
metallic glass wire was also made. 

In order to evaluate their mechanical proper- 
ties, the composite wires thus obtained were 
pulled to failure using an Instron tensile machine 
with a strain rate ~ =  4 x  10 -4 sec -1 at room 
temperature. In comparison to the stress-strain 
curves of  a virgin as-quenched Fe78Mo2B2o 
metallic glass ribbon, those of  the composite 
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Figure l Optical micrograph of  the cross-sectional area of  
a copper-Fe78 Mo 2 B20 composite metallic glass wire. 

wires show a large deviation from elastic behaviour 
at a relatively low stress level before fracture, so 
that the composite wires tend to yield parabolically 
with incremental strain. This is also the case for 
all aluminium composite metallic glass wires. 
However, it is of interest to note that while the 
A1 composite wires were fractured only at the 
metallic glass part at a fracture load, most of  the 
copper composite specimens exhibit a large load 
drop corresponding to the failure of the inner 
copper wire just before entire fracture. Such a 
difference in the tensile deformations between 
A1 and Cu composite wires may be interpreted in 
the light of  the difference in elastic constants 
between the constituent materials. In fact, it 
should be noticed that comparing the value of 
Young's modulus of FevaMo2B2o metallic glass 
ribbon (~ 17 x 103 kgmm -2) [3] with those of 
A1 (7 x 103 kgmm -2) and Cu wires ( 1 2 ~  13 x 
103kgmm -2) [4], the difference between the 
elastic constants for the A1 composite wires is 
much larger than that for the Cu composite wire. 
Thus, during tensile tests of the A1 composite 
wires, any load applied seems to be supported 
mostly by the constituent metallic glass. As a 
result, only the metallic glass part tends to be 
broken at the moment of a fracture load. On the 
other hand, in the case of  the Cu composite wires, 
an applied load seems to be fractionally sustained 
by both parts of  the constituent copper and 

metallic glass due to the relatively small difference 
in their elastic constant values. Hence it can be 
expected that the inner Cu wire would be fractured 
if the fractional stress is high enough to reach the 
value of its own inherent fracture stress. 

The tensile strengths of A1 and Cu composite 
wires are listed in Table I: their values were calcu- 
lated as LF/So, where L~, and So are fracture load 
and original total cross-sectional area, respectively. 
For comparison, tensile data of A1 and Cu metal 
wires and FeTsMo2B2o metallic glass ribbon, used 
here, are also given in Table I. All values listed are 
those averaged for ten specimens (including the 
standard deviations). From Table I, it appears that 
the Cu or Al metal wires are remarkably reinforced 
by FeTaMo2B2o metallic glasses in the form of the 
composite wire as shown in Fig..1. 

Fig. 2 shows a typical fracture profile of the Cu 
composite metallic glass wire. (a) and (b) exhibit 
opposing fracture segments with and without a 
copper wire, respectively. It is of  interest to note 
that the macroscopic fracture of the metallic glass 
tube takes place perpendicular to the tube axis, 
but the fracture plane consists of a conical surface 
that rose at a certain angle to a tensile axis. It 
should be noted in (b) that vein and featureless 
patterns, corresponding to shear and tensile, and 
shear displacements, respectively [5], appear 
mostly on the inner and outer edges of the fractured 
surface. Such fracture morphology is, of course, 
opposite on the matching fracture surface as 
shown in (a). 

Let us estimate a stress value loaded on the 
constituent Fe78Mo2B2o metallic glass at the 
moment of fracture. From the right-hand photo 
of Fig. 2, the area of the fracture surface was 
measured to be 3.62 x 10 -5 in. ~, with the corre- 
sponding fracture load of 16.2tb. If all fracture 
loads were supported by a constituent metallic 
glass, the fracture stress is calculated to be 315 kg 

T A B L E I Tensile strength averaged over ten specimens 

Tensile strength 
Sample (kg mm -2 ) 

Cu wire 40 -+ 1 
Cu + Fe78Mo2B2o wire 109 +- 4 

At wire 11 -+ 0.7 
A1 + F%aMo2B2o wire 99 _+ 5 

FeTs Mo= B20 r ibbon 311 -+ 6 

Strain rate ~ = 4 x 10 -4 sec- '  at room temperature. 
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Figure 2 Scanning electron micrographs of the fracture profile of a copper-FeT~ Mo 2 B20 composite metallic glass wire: 
(a) fractography showing copper wire (inside) and Fev8 Mo 2 B2o metallic glass (outside) (b) fractography without copper 
wire. 

mm -2 . This value is surprisingly close to that of 
the virgin as-quenched Fe48Mo2B2o metallic glass 
ribbons (see Table I). Therefore, this calculation 
also supports the previous discussion in which the 
load applied to the composite wire is supported 
only by the constituent metallic glass at the 
moment of fracture. 
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